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The hottest Culpepper in the Division I- AA championship race -p. 24
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Daunte leadS UCF'. jo firSt victory~
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Student Government election
1 : I violations not just at UCF
by JEFF HUNT
News editor
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Joe·Clark raises the ·roof
in the Student Center
D The legendary
high ~chool principal
demonstrated his
unique speaking
abilities to a packed
house.
by JEFF DETHUIN
Staff writer
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Student Government election
violations led to a three month suspension for the new presidential administration. However, these violations are
nothing new to UCF, nor any other
major college campus.
In the last five years at UCF,
there has been at least one presidential
ticket disqualified due. to major election violations, two presidential tickets
with numerousminorviolationsandat
least 28 senatorial candidates with some
type of election violation. The entire
UCF student government was suspended for violations in 1990. Other
Florida universities have seen similar
penalties. The total numberofelection
violations is unclear because of the
difficulty in locating all the records.
At UCF 1993, theJohn Shaggett/
Chris McGee presidential ticket was
found in major violation by campaigning early and receiving free publicity;
they were disqualified before the election took place.
In 1989, the Raucsh/ Boucher
ticket was fined $30 for being in violation of seven minor offenses, while the
_ Schmidt/Toutikian tic;;ketwasfined$ I 5

for being guilty of three minor offenses.
As forUCFsenateelcction violations, there were I 0 candidates with
violations in 1989. eight in 1991. and
10 in 1994. The majority of these were
due to candidates turning in expense
statements late or attaching campaign
mate1ials to buildings; all were punished by fines.
In the fall of 1990, the entire
student government was suspended
due to "widespread" election violations according to Dr. LevesterTubbs,
vice-president of Student Affairs. All
of S.G.'s functions were handled by a
board Lintil new elections were scheduled.
Othermajoruniversitiesaround
Florida also fared badly in the number
ofeleetion violations for Student Govemment offices.
Exact numbers were not available, however, Joyce Howard, election commissioner and student government advisor at Florida State University, said that the FSU Election
Commission alsohandlesag-:eatmany
election violations.
She cited the university's use

Joe Clark, the legendary
principal of Eastside High whose
story was told in the award-winning film Lean On Me, spoke to a
packed crowd on Wednesday
August 30th at the Student Activities Center. Clark who retired from
the education profession in 1990
gave a motivated speech that emphasized being the best you can be
and helping those who are in need.
"l try to be the best that I can
be, but I always give back," said
Clark when asked how he balances his life. "There's nothing
wrong with making money, it's
what you do with the accumulation of wealth that you have. It's
more blessed to give than to receive."
The peech la ted approxi-

mately 45 minutes and touched upon
many of the problems that Clark
sees in the education profession and
the nation itself. In his speech and
the question and answer period that
followed, Clark emphasized what
each person can do in their personal
life to help themselves be the best
they can be and to help others who
may not have the opportunity or
means. To illustrate a point about
how each person should try to find
his or her place, Clark told about a
professor who came to him after
one of his speeches and started spewing out her credentials. Clark simply listened then answered the professor "Who cares ? The big question that I put to you my dear professor is, as Emerson said, 'What have
you done to make this world just a
smidgen better ?"
Clark also spoke in-depth
about the problems that he sees with
our nation and society today by stating, '·We must correct the factory
ills that have begun to erode the
fabric of this country."
One of the most prevalent
problem that Clark sees with the
See Clartc:, page 7

Joe Clark kept a standing room only crowd on its toes with his hilarious
anecdotes and soul-searching questions.
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· Students flock to
aftemative courses
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Special to the Future

•

•

Al the University of Illinois,
students signed up for "The Mythofogy of Greece and Rome" learn
to consult ancient oracles before
major Illini sporting events. At
California's Whittier College, students enrolled in ''The Good Life"
explore what makes life worth living.
While required courses usually are the first to fill every semester, most colleges have at least one
elective class that draws large
crowds. Educators say students today are turning more toward electives that teach traditional subjects
in exciting ways or grapple with
topics that reflect students' search
for the meaning of life.
Alexander Astin, director of
UCLA's Higher Education Research Institute, said his agency's
annual survey of about 300,000 incoming college freshman has found
that in recent years, students increasingly are interested in courses
dealing with quality-of-life issues.
"It tells us that students are
interested in things outside themselves, in society and community
action, in environmental concerns
and helping people in need," Astin
told Knight-Ridderffribune News.
"These values were popular in the
1960' s, bottomed out in the 1970' s
and are now becoming popular
again."
Students at Florida State University are drawn to courses that
make them think in new ways, says
Elisabeth Muhlenfeld, dean of undergraduate studies. .
"We have a course called
'Death and Dying' that ~lls up very
quickly, and so do our Black Studies courses," she says. "The reason
these fill is that they are intriguing
topics offered in only one section."
Muhlenfeld says students
compete fiercely over 15 seats in
honors seminars. "These really fill
up fast because they focus on some
really neat topics, such as 'The
American South Through the Eyes
of Women Writers' or 'Law in Literature.' One wonderful course in
the film school looks at animation,
and that's all over the map."
Perennial favorites at Indiana University are those that students think they can ace without too
much work- such as "Human
Sexuality" or "The History of Rock
and Roll."
..These are always really big
classes, but a lot of students drop
\\I.en they realize how much work
is involved." said Tina Hertel. a
re~earch analyst at the university.
''Plus, we have two 'Human Sexuality· course . One is very sciencedriven and is aimed at our nursing
students. The other is not quite ·o
difficult, but a lot of students get
confused and register for the scientific one by mistake."
"Human Sexuality" also is a
big draw at the University of Illinois, a is "Drug Use and Abuse."
At Bo ton University, "The
Hi tory of American Humor" is a
big favorite. But by far the most
. ought-after seats are tho e in lee-

i

tures taught by visiting professor
Elie Wiesel, a 1986 Nobel Peace
Prize laureate. Weisel has devoted
his life to describing the horrors he
witnessed during the Holocaust.
"Courses taught by Elie Wiesel fill
up a year before they're held," says
spokesperson Kirsten Lewis.
A course that's quick to fil 1temporari Iy-is "Politics of the Entertainment Media" at St. Lawrence
University. "It's a real hard class
that's nottheblow-offitseems like,"
says Calvin Exoo, professorof government. "A lot of students think,
'Hey, cool, I'm going to watch movies.' Well, we do watch movies but
also do some pretty tough reading
a.bout serious cinema that takes that
edge off.
"The course draws a lot of
students, but I usually read the riot
act on the first day of class about
how demanding it's going to be. It
usually thins out again," says Exoo.
Students that rernai nare those
interested in a career in the media.
"They tend to be serious stud\:!nts
who have seen . some movies and
even TV that they real 1y Ii ke. They' re
aficionados of the good stuff," says
Exoo.
Educators also say cou1'ses
that take advantage of new technology are attracting crowds.
"Students really enjoy the incorporation of technology into some
of our more traditional courses,"
says Sally Brynt, assistant director
at the division of undergraduate services at Arizona State University.
.
"Our Odys.sey course uses
CD-ROM instead of textbooks to
take a journey to islands of knowledge-to look at great works of art
or tour great works of literature.
"It's basically a western civilization survey class that develops
critical thinking in different area,
but brings in technology for a more
creative approach."
Another hot course at Arizona State is its Discovery Tour, in
which tenured professors take turns
to explain to freshmen some cutting-edge research taking place at
the university.
"Each week a different professor shows them research projects
at the university that they no1mally
would know nothing about. They
can touch, hold and see objects tat
are part of the research-the relic of
a dinosaur egg, for example. This
makes learning very exciting," says
Bryant.
Students' quest for understanding has created a.demand for
courses in race and gender issues.
For example, this year Eugene Lang
College 111 New York City will offer
a cour eon masculinity. And at St.
Mary's University in San Antonio,
an ingawarenessofethnic identity
draws many Latino students to "History of Latinos: Hispanics in the
United States.''
''Back in the '60s and '70s.
St. Mary's was a center of student
accivi m. Many Mexican-American
leaders who emerged in Texas came
through rhe chool. After that period of activism, the ethnic focus
See Alternative, page 4
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I Alternative coutSeS grasp student interest

Student Government election violations widespread
From Elections, page 1

ofa party system and the numberofappeals it
generates as the primary reason for the high
number of violations.
"When you have a party system, things
get a lot more political and aggressive," said
Howard.
Working similar to national parties, students run under a specific party and its
platform . The credibility and name recognition of these parties enables candidates to
gather more support and unity from the
student body, therefore making candidates
more likely to appeal a loss and attribute it
to an election violation by the winning
candidate.
"If everyone was running on an individual platform, I don ' t think it would be so
revalent," added Howard.

Ken Nanny, supervisor
·
·
of elections
at the University of Florida, also said that
UF's student government elections tend to
be plagued with violations.
Unfortunately, problems within student
government do not stop with election violations. According to Andrew Verhunce, former
assistant to the S .G. president at Florida International University , FIU suspended its entire
student government several years ago due to
misuse of funds by several people high within
the organization.
Three years ago the University of South
Florida also dealt with suspensions.
The executive branch of their S.G. was
suspended for eight months by the university
president due to alleged racial insensitivity,
according to USF's former Vice-President
Alisa Coone .

From Alternative, page 3

faded away,'' says Gerald Poyo, as ociate professor of history.
"When I came to St. Mary's three years
ago and offered this course, I was surprised at the
response. A lot of students have a rising ethnic
consciousness. The debates of today about immigration and affirmative action are making
students come alive again," says Poyo.
AJthough some non-Hispanic students
enroll,PoyosaysthecoursemainlydrawsLatinos,
whomakeupabout60percentoftheuniversity's
student body of 4,000.
''The interest is phenomenal. Even students who are struggling tend to stick with the
course because they have a lot of personal interest in it," says Poyo, adding several students
groups now are pressing for more Latino Studies

course .
Personal interest help make "Marriage
and Family Relationships" a top course at Louisiana State University and A&M College in
Baton Rouge.
'This probably i the single most soughtafter class. One student was trying for four
semesters to get into this course." says spokesman Jim Crain._
This course, which is taught in four ections of 150 students. brings together single and
married individuals to discus how families can
handle real-life situations.
'There's a lot of discussion on what you
can do in this or that section," says Crain. "This
draws students because they are very, very interested in what to expect in family relationships.
They're hungry for this kind of information."

GEAR UP FOR

Survival
check list
o Phone cords and accessories
IN THE· DORM

4999
Voice-activated
micro answerer

Upright cordless phone
won't tie you down

o Seeurity devices
o .Computer and acc•ssories

CCT circuitry provides excellent
clarity and range. Handy baseto-handset paging. 1143.1oosMa

Don't miss important calls
when you're not in your
room. Remote operation.
#43-752MB

5999

o Alarm clock or clock radio
o TV, VCR and video accessories

o Batteries

.

2499

o Stereo equipment, speakers

and audio 11cc·essories
o Heavy-duty flashlight

Basic trim phone
saves space
~ighted keypad for dialing .in

the dark. Three colors. :

o Smoke alarm

White, #43-585MB. Almond,
#43-586MB. Gray, #43-587MB

o Part-time job <see the manager

ol your local Radio Shack store>

AM/FM cassette music
system with E-Bass

79!~

Compact speakers let you share
the music, headphones let you
listen privately. #14-1209MB

Shielded die -cast
2-way A/V speaker

.I

Great for use near PC
or TV. 4" woofer and
1" soft-dome tweeter.

1999
Indoor TV/FM antenna
improves reception

Black, #40·2048MB.
White, #40-2059MB

Fine-tuning control for clearer
picture and sound.
1115-1808MEl

IN THE CLASSROOM
AC accessories to power your dorm

3999

4-outlet adapter. 2-prong. 11s1.2s21Ms . ••...................... 2.99
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. 11s1-2131M .. . . 22.99
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. 11s1-2s22MB ..• ... . ..... 3.99
6~outlet power strip. Master on/off switch. 11s1-21soMB ... . .. . 8.99
Single outlet spike protector. 11s1.2?91MB . . . . ... . .. .. ..... . ...... 6.99
6-ft. 3-0Utlet ext. Cord. White , #61·2744MB. Brown , 1161·2745MB ....... 1.99
9-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. White, 11s1-2746MB. Brown , 11s1.2?47MB ... . . .. 2.39
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord. 1161-2748MB .. . ...... ... . ...• .. .. 3.49

Microcassette
recorder
Great for recording class
notes. Easy one-hand
operation. Two speeds.

lllliliil3999

#14-1159MB

•

Ita d I AV /haeIi

Scientific calculator
Stores up to 12 frequently used
formulas and runs them with
just a few keystrokes. 11ss-aoaMB

Advanced thesaurus

Prices apply at parti cipating Radio Shack st~res and dealers. Items not availabl e at a participatin store
can be s.pe.c1al.·ord
.. ered. (subject to ava1labil1ty) at the advertised price. A participating store will gf1er a
comparable value 1f the product 1s sold out. _Independent Radio Shack dealers and franchisees ma not
be part1c1 patmg 1n this ad or stock or spec1al·order every item advertised Copies of applicable ~ar
rant1es are available upon request at stores for inspection before sale or by writing Customer Relatio~s
1400 One Tandy Center. Fort Worth TX 76102. FedEx trademarks used by permission.
'

Small enough to carry in your
backpack or purse. #63-2110MB

~[:~~~~~i1~ ~ur~1~~~l~~ed1 ~~ademark of Franklin

THE REPAIR SHOP®

~~~re~~----~~~--~--~bd~~~
We can wrap a gift, add a card and ship it
anywhere in the US via FedEx® delivery
service. For a store near you or to order, call

1-800-THE-SHACKs"

ltad1e lhaell

You've got questions. We've got answers.sM

Out of whack? Out of warranty? We fix
most major brands of out-of-warranty
electronics. For a store near you, call

1-800-THE-SHACKsM

•

•
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Art reception
•

held for GiUespie
o The internationaHy known artist

joined students and faculty for her
showing in the Visual Arts Building
by PETE MATCHETT
Contributing writer

•

The opening reception to Dorothy Gillespie"s
exhibit was held last Friday evening at the UCF Art
Gallery. A large crowd of art enthusiasts showed up to
view the art and enjoy the refreshments.
The refreshments provided by members of the
United States Culinary Team were also displayed as
works of art. Dr. Hitt was among the many students,
teachers and others, discussing· the colorful paintings
and sculptures of the internationally recognized artist
Dorothy Gillespie.
The exhibit includes works of art spanning the
40-year career of Gillespie. The sculptures of Gillespie
are truly dazzling and delicate. Large strands of painted ·
aluminum are intricately cut and curled in abstract
designs. Some of her vibrant, colorful sculptures stand
taller then I0 feet; like gian-t metallic flowers.
"Dorothy Gillespie-Paintings and Sculptures"
will be_open to the public until October 11 at the UCF
Art Gallery and between October 20 to December 21 at
The Museum of Arts and Sciences in Daytona Beach.
Please see F-4 for a preview of Gillespie's art.

CORRECTION

photo/GILLEY

Dorothy Gillespie stands next to one of her many abstract sculptures
night at the art gallery in the Visual Arts Building.

~uring

her reception Friday

The headline for last Thursday was misleading.
Instead of saying that Student Government officers were
removed, it should have said that Student Goverment
nominees were removed. We apologize for the mistake.

DON'T BE AVICTIM!
•

Statistics show that 75% of American women will be victims of
violent crime in their lifetime! Subscribe Now to LIVING SAFE.
A quarterly newsletter designed to ~ your source for personal
security information. Learn everything from how to protect yourself
against rape to protecting your home front invasion. Don't wait
until it's too late! Your satisfaction is guaranteed!
Send $19.95 to Living Safe PO Box 780306 Orlando, FL 32878

take

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

BBALLIFE

Meeting is
NOON
Every Wednesday

Games Room 187 Near the Wild Pizza
Sponsored by
Camupus Crusade for Christ

Get your free booklet on Real 1ife by calling 1-800-236-9238.
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University Floral
&"-Gift Shoppe

'WELCOME BACK!

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE

~~;;~~1i;~~~r:~

Bring Ad in for
free singr~. rose
bouq1fet"

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177

We wire

·

Show Student ID and
Get a 10% Discount

Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
L----------1
Anywhere!
lN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFfS
• DISH GARDENS • GIFf BASKETS
• FLOOR PLANTS

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Bridal Consultations

Grandparents' </Jay
September tGth
They probably aren't_expecting
anything for Grandparents' Day.
Surprise them - send flowers. - -

World Wide Web
E-Mail IRC Chat
10,000 News Groups

ONET
INTERNET
SERVICES
photo/ Saginario

Software Provided

Dr. Ed Neighbors 1 associate vice presjdent of Academic Affairs in charge of finances,
and Colonel.Hampton celebrate the ground breaking of a new ROTC building to be
open in December.

. Free User Home Page
Special Student Rate
$ 18 per month for 80 Hours

Call ONET at 291-7000

CLEARANCE OUTLET
F"

s179
: Sofa &
Matching Chair

...

TWIN ....................... $99
FULL ......................• 109
QUEEN ................... 129
KING ....................... 169
Set Includes Mattress,
Boxsprings and Frame

s199

4-pc. Oak
Bedroom Set
•Dresser• Mirror
• Nightstand

5-PIECE
DINETTE

LEA• MORGAN • BASSETI
•LANE • BROOKWOOD
• QUASAR • SINGER • VAUGHAN

998 N. Semoran Blvd. .
281-1097
(on 436 across from Off ice Depot)
"LOOK FOR THE GREEN AWNING"
G'

Old Cheny Hwy.

~

~

FINANCING
AVAILABLE
with Approved Credit

-0
>

CQ

Hwy. 50
•

I I

•

•

t

....

s79
Pre-Leased Name Brands ...

...

BEDDING

*

~
~
v

tr.I

~

N

Furniture Sales

A
home

&

office
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Legendary high school principal
speaks at'Student Activities Center
From Clark, page 1

•

•

..

nation is race. Throughout his speech
he emphasized that race shouldn't
be a dividing point and that it is time
for the nation to come together as
one. "It's not about race, the black
man versus the white man or the
yellow man versus the red man. It's
about justice·versus injustice, right
against wrong."
In talking about Lean On Me,
the story of Clark 's stellar and often
controversial career at Eastside
High, the famed principal said,
''They downplayed me."
Clark also said that his picture on the cover of Time magazine
holding a bat and his image as the
"batman" was a ploy to get the attention of the media and that he
never used the baseball bat. "What
does the baseball bat mean? It simply means youn~ people, it's your
turn at bat. What are you going to
do, strike out or hit a home run ?"
responded Cl~k.
Being a former teacher, Clark
also turned some of his attention to
the current state of our educational
system. Clark often reiterated the
point that public education has become a monopoly, and due ~o that
monopoly system there is· no accoun tabi 1ity and competition. This
leads the indi victuals involved in the
process to sometimes be less dedicated and competent as they ought
to be. He suggested that an alterna-

tive program Such as charter schools,
voucher programs and other ideas
that promote competition and give
parents a choice in the educational
process instead of being dictated to
as Lo what type of school their child
will attend. Clark attacked the idea
of busing, saying instead of dividing neighborhoods schools, people
should work toward equal funding
for schools in poverty-stricken areas.
When asked by an audience
member how to deal with the stress
and pressure of teaching after 18
years, Clark responded, "You have
to make that call, you know, if you
are a contributor and consequential
or if you are just there to get the
check."
Clark is a extremely motivated and busy man. In addition to
his current lecture tour, he also has
a syndicated radio show that is on
approximately 75 stations. He is
writing his second book, putting his
last child through college and is a
prison warden. Clark said that the
decision to become a prison warden
was an extension of his desire to
want to give some of himself tD the
downtrodden and disadvantaged.
Clark, talking about his distinguished career said, "My greatest accomplishn1ent is !hat I took
care of my children, and I made'si.lre
they had the things that would enable them to be successful."

rli~ ~~A~~~~ol ::~l!c~~: Goofy,
The Biggest Star Of All?.J(Sf

Parade and Performing;r~.
Walt Disney World®Resort will hold auditions to cast se-~1

•..,.<· . .

employees for character entertainers at Magic Kingdom®''~tk,
Disney-MGM Studios and Epcot® '95. Seasonal rate of payff~ $5. 70 per hour.
Auditions will be held:

Saturday,
September 9
Valencia Community College, West Campus
1800 S. Kirkman Road
Physical Education Center
Gymnasium
Sunday, September IO
University of Central Florida
Alafaya •Trail
Physical Education
Building ·
Gymnasium
·Auditions
begin at
·9:00 AM sharp
both days.
**TENNIS
SHOES ONLYNO STREET
OR DANCE
SHOES** _

Applica'lts may attend
either day, but not both days.
Applicants must be
at least 16 years
old, and be
~r~pare? to
parhc1pate m a
short movement
exercise. Wear
tennis shoes and
comfortable attire that allows
free movement. All applicants
must have proof of identity and
employment eligibility.
Training and rehearsals will begin
weekends in September.

If you have any questions, call Walt Disney World
Audition information at (407) 397-3220,
Monday through Friday, IO:OOAM to l :OOPM
and 2:00PM to 5:00PM.

©The Walt Disney Compa!1y
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Drawing Creativity
From Diversity

.

SUMMER'S OVER.
Thank goodness there's Advil.® Advanced medicine for pain'.~

P"din relieverI Fever ,
•TIONS: for the tem
mmor aches and pains ass.

common cold, headache. t ..*
cular aches. backache for the~· -

pain

ot arthritis, tor the
of
cramps, and for reduction of

Mii' contains ibuprofen Use cJlly as d 'eC'.ed. c 1994 Wht.eha latx>ratores. Madison.NJ.
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Coming Next Issue:
O Davi~ Swartz, Jr., fl..Little
Twist, guides a political' tour for
the uninformed.
O Dan Griffin, The Liberal
Media, discusses·religious
practice in school.
O Brynner Yee, The Young
Republic writes about the late,
great Mickey Mantle.

The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters and article. Submissions may be mailed ,
faxed, e-mailed, or brought to our offices. Call for
details. Call now. Call often.

Th ..

·
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Budget woes, budget foes, how it really goes
D Kevin discusses
the budget and
means of
dispersment

students who
will oversee the
operation of the
SU and will create the SU Budget. Both myI would like to elaborate a
self and many other SG officials believe the SU Budget
little bit about the Studel)t Union~~~~~~~~~ should, after its creation, go through SG like all other Activity
(SU) Budget and the controversy surrounding it.
& Service Fee (A&SF) funded budgets.
However, Dr. Tubbs and other administrative officials
Before I do that. I would like to explain who Dr. Tubbs
is with relation to Student Government (SG). According to the do not like this. They believe that the$ I increase in the A&SF
passed by the student body in a referendum (we have yet to see
~G Constitution, all measures (Bills, which allocate money,
·and Resolutions, which change Senate Rules) have to pass the the referendum) took away SG's authority to modify any
Senate by a majority vote. Then the measure goes to the SG budget the SU Board creates. In a memo (available in SG)
from Dr. Tubhs to Jason Debona (a previous SG President), it
Pr~siclent for his signature, and then they go to the Vice
President of Student Affairs (Dr. Tubbs) - - - - - - - - - - - - was stated that SG had review authority
over the SU Budget but could not modify
for his signature. If the VP of Student
the budget. Black's Law Dictionary has
Affairs vetoes the measure, (like he has
a slightly different definition of the word
done a lot of over the summer) then the
review. As you can see, there is a lot of
Senate may override the veto. by a 2/3
student money involved.
vote and send it to Dr. Hitt for his signaFlorida Statute (240.235) states that
tu re.
SG controls the disbursement of A&SF
If the university president vetoes
monies, and I will fight to uphold that.
the measure, then it dies. (A little side
This year will bean important one fornot
note, Dr. Hitt has yet to sign.a .measure
only SG but for students as well. As the
passed by the 27th Student Senate that
weeks go on, I will try to keep you
Dr. Tubbs has vetoed).
Now as for the SU Budget, students are charged$ I .00 informed about the hot topics that affect students. Senate
every credit hour you take to fund the new SU building. There elections are coming up this fall, and I would encourage every
is currently $4.1 million sitting in the SU accounts, with one to get involved. SG is only as successful as those who are
approximately $591 ~000 additional money projected to enter involved. If you hear of something you think either myselfor
the account this fiscal year.
·
SG should know, leave me a note in SG or e-mail me at
. There is a SU Board, made up of students and non- "koenig@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu".

.
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H'1, "10lk s. we11 , r 1magmg
· ·
you're sitting around somewhere,
tryingtodecideifyoushouldgoto
that cla.ss that _blew you' re last
brain cell last week. Take my advice, always go to class. Your grade
will he directly proportional to your altendance. I know that's
not what you want to hear, hut that's my opinion.
I hope you've enJoyed the first few issues this fall. My
staff of writers have worked very hard to put together this wide
range of views. Our goal is to have something for everyone.
In these first few issues, you've had a chance to reau indepth articles from my writers, along with side-bar biographies. This will give you an opportunity LO think about who

I you agree with, and who you disagree with. After our introductions are in order. articles \.\ill be shorter.
I helieve in a strono opinion ection voicina strono
e

·

e

e

views. You, the reader, should understand. however. that all of
the writers of the opinion section are fully developed. threedimensional people. capable of seeing every side of a story.

However, for the purposes
of argument, I encourage
them to pick one side of an
issue and debate it to the
best of their ability.
To that end, I invite you to take the other side. I welcome
letters to the editor about any subject. In fact, you may have
noticed that Brynner Yee, in his lirst article this term, took
exception to a view I wrote. I think that'sgreat. So, if you think
you'd like to write, please. never be afraid that someone might
disagree, or that I won't print it. There's always room for
another wnter. You can e-mail me at patfox@eWorld.com
So, tell us what you think. We're prcny proud.
We believe we have the best student newspaper on
campus. and we're committed to en. uring the best
possible quality, hoth visually and in content.
Ir you have any special interests that you would
like to write about. or would like us to write ahout,
make sure to let us know. Until then, tell a friend
about us. We arc, after all, the best entertainment
you'll find between cla ses.
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I'm going to vote for Forrest Gump for Mayor in the next election
O Dan has a few
choice words about
Mayor Glenda Hoodbut then, Dan always
has choice words
about someone.
I think i:;:orrest Gump knew
more than he realized when he said,
"Stupid is as stupid does, sir."
Many of you may have heard
of the proposed Church Street West
development that is under consideration in downtown Orlando. Agroup
of investors want to turn an economically challenged area into a
Bourbon Street-type complex, replete with jazz clubs and other businesses, minus the seedier aspects of
the real New Orleans street. We'll
leave those things for the Trail. In
and of itself, this is an excellent idea
and business opportunity. The problem here is that Orlando has now
jumped into the mix with a plan to
waste $1 million of our tax money
on something that will have no appreciable benefit whatsoever.
Orlando has proposed spending$ I million of its budget (along
with $1 million of federal matching
funds) on beautifying one block underneath I-4 to help attract business
over to the aforementioned new
complex. The question is: why?
The complex hasn't even broken

ers from downtown Orlando that
the Mayor didn't approve of, she
ground yet!
passed a so-called "Youth ProtecFirst of all, there hasn't been tion Ordinance" to do just that. It
any evidence to suggest that such a was promoted under the guise of
beautification is even necessary to keeping children off the street, but
the success of the new complex. as long as they weren't downtown
Secondly , even if there was, during World Cup Soccer, the Mayor
shouldn ' t the owners of said com- couldn't care less where else they
plex be footing the bill? Why are we went. If she had, the ordinance
engaging in even more corporate would have been city-wide instead
welfare? What is the benefit to the of just confined to downtown.
taxpayers of Orlando? The answer, Again, the cost associated with enof course, is nothing. This is just forcing this law far outweighed the
another example of the irrespon- benefits.
'
sible government that is being run
3. The city is fighting a court
under Mayor Glenda Hood.
decision that upheld a businessman's
Consider her track record:
right to conduct legitimate business
I. Along with Orange County, and expand his building in a perOrlando threw all kindsofmoney at fectly legal manner~ The city denied
the producers of the television show, Fairvilla Video, an adult video and
"Thunder in Paradise" to get them novelty store, a permit to expand on
to produce its show here.
the basis that a few wealthy conNow, we're not talking tax stituents objected to the products
breaks or fee waivers. We're talk- being sold by the store. Owner Bill
ing several hundred thousand dol- Murphy sued and won 1 but now the
larsjust given to these people. Need- city is appealing. Again, the city of
less to say, the show didn't last too Orlando is throwi'ng away taxpayer
long, and we never saw any eco- money in legal fees and court costs
nomic benefit from it.
in a suit that it never' should have
2. In order to remove teena'g- ,been in.

4. Then there's that ugly,
green asparagus statue in front of
City Hall. As much money as it cost
to buy that hideous thing, now her
Honor wants to move it somewhere
else. Not a bad idea, but the expense
of doing so is not justifiable.
All of these things beg the
question, "When did the business of
government become business?" I always
thought that the
business of government was to
fix the potholes,
police
the
streets, run our
public schools
and see to the
safety and welfare of its citizens. When did
all this change?
We ' ve
got a police department that is al ways understaffed,
overworked and underpaid. The
same goes for the fire department.
Didn't they just threaten to strike
not too Jong ago over these very
things? And what about our public
schools? Our teachers are among
the le~t paid in the f)ation. Our
schools are overcrowded and, in
some cases, old and in need of replacement or repair.
The drug trade runs unabated
next to downtown. Real juvenile

crime (not hanging downtown) is
on the rise. All these problems and
what does the Mayor concern herself with? Money. To heck with the
everyday, average person.
Her sole concern is keeping
her wealthy and influential business
cronies happy. Oh sure, she occasionally throwsJoeAveragea bone,
but her main
worry is keeping
those
wealthy voters
happy.
So you
might say that
all this new
busines s
brings in more
tax dollars to
be spent on
these other
problems, hut
what invariably happens?
The money
gets spent on stupidity, such as the
underneath 1-4 on·e-block beautification-for-no-purpose project.
Next thing you know, Mayor
Hood will be offering to spend tens
of millions of dollars on luring another major league sports team to
Orlando and displace yet another
group of economically disadvantaged people. What? She's already
done that? Shock me some more.
That's your. local government in
action.

ernor Chiles puts it, is to teach the
other alligators a lesson not to eat
people or else they will be strapped
into the Alligator Electric Chair and
be turned into lightly salted alligator
jerky withahintofpaprika, which I
assume tastes a lot like chicken but
slightly more chewy and makes this
a remarkably long sentence. I don't
believe (please bear in mind that I
am NOT an alligator psychologist)
that knowing the penalty of eating
people will tum alligators into kind,
courteous and productivecitizens. Destroying alligators
for eating people is
like annihilating the
canine population for
drooling.
One of the main problems is
that people are mysteriously attracted to alligators. If you go ~o an
alligator-fortified lake or wildlife
preserve you 'll see what I'm talking
about. People, upon sighting a alligator, will pull over to the side of the
road and have their picture taken
with the prehistoric reptile. Then
they'll feed the alligator. After that,
they'll throw things at the alligator
and then begin shouting at it. Soon
the people will have taken off all of
their clothes, jumped in the water
and will have began to wrestle with
the alligator. My irresponsibly-exaggerated point is that some people
have a fascination with alligators.
Millions of tourists flock to

the Central Florida area to visit our
wondrous alligator theme parks. At
these places people can see the ancient reptiles in their natural environment, concrete cages with chain
link fences. Peoplestareawe-struck
at the magnificent creatures trying
to fathom t_he sheer power that they
posses. Wow, what a sentence! The
alligators express their mutual enthusiasm by lying motionless in
the sun, getting pelted by the occasional marshmallow. Really, when
alligators are not consuming candy
or people, most of their time is spent
sunbathing with their mouths open.
Comparatively speaking, the typical alligator moves far less than the
typical rock at Stonehenge.
So what is the solution that
wi]I SJOp alligators from attacking
people? There is only one clear-cut
solution. We convert all alligators
into shoes and.hand bags. I'm kid1
'
ding, of course. That would be
wrong; it would flood the fashion
accessory market.
There is no real solution to the
proble1J1 because we are on the
alligator's land. They were here long
before us, so you need to look out
for yourself. One way to protect
yourself from being eaten be alligators is to rememberone simple rule:
NEVER, ' FEED MARSHMALLOWS TO AN A(LIGA TOR~
Besides, they like Snickers bars
much more.
*Hey, look! Interactive Columnist! E-mail me at: david.swartz
@outdoor.com.That last period was
for sentence-ending purposes.

The 'YoUth
Protection Ordinance'
was promoted under
the guise of keeping
children off the street,
but as long as they
weren't downtown
during Wortd Cup
Soccer
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doesn't it? You have another option,
but it's not as pleasant. You can read
Can you imf.'.gine what it your TV Guide. It even gives a
would be like in your area if the . synopsis of prime time shows.
government took over parental de- How's that for efficient? You could
cisions, and families were abol- watch something intelligent and inished? Can you imagine your chi!.- teresting. Together, you can re-indren being brought up in a state or vent the art of conversation. If you
federally-run facility? What am I handle it right, watching television
talking about? Re- - - - - - - - - - - withyourchildren
cou1devenbequa1strictionstoinformation, including viity time.
sual, computer-based
If your chiland paper. And let's
It
drenareplayingon
face it, the governthecomputer,surfment doesn't handle '
SynOpsiS Of
ing the Net, and
responsibility very
youdon'tlikewhat
well.
th.ey're . getting
Now bear
into, tnere is a
with me fora minute.
simple solution. It
If government steps in and starts will take some work, too, but I'm
censoring things, in effect doing the sure you'll be able to handle it: If
parent's job for them, what need do you don't like what they're doing,
we have for families?
you have a couple of options. You
Unfortunately, getting the can yank the modem, but that could
government back where they be- disadvantage you.
long in Washington and out of our
You can also buy one of the
homes, is not going to be easy. You new programs currently on the marhave to let them know that you want ket that will let you lock your child
them to butt-out. Call them. write to out of certain things on the.net but
them, fax them or send them e-mai I. will allow him to play in other areas.
Let them know in no uncerJust think; if we as parents
tain terms that it' wonderful that play our cards right, we can do some
erious multi-tasking. We can get
they offered to help, but you can
handle it your elf, thank you very re-involved with our children ' s
much. But that' only the first tep. lives. help them to learn to
lfthere i omethingyou don't think and discover new things,
want your child watching on televi- and also keep the government
sion. then turn it off. And there i · an off our backs. I know we can
ea y way to determine if something do it; we're too independent to
is bad for your children. Watch the let anyone. even politicians,
how with them. Sounds novel. tell us what to do.

You can read
your TV Guide.
even gives
a
prime-time
shows.

....

It . seems like "every few
months or so you hear about an
alligatorattackingsom'~one. Sometimes the alligator attacks people
whose feet are dangling over a boat.
.doc.k. Once in a while an alligator
will attack a wading person. But
whatever the case may be, people
being eaten by giant reptiles is a
tragic occurrence, unless of course
that person happens to be a particu· larly annoying tourist. I~ seems,
though, that all of the attacking alligators have one thing in common:
They were all fed marshmallows.
For one reason or another,
peoplecan"t resist the temptation of
throwing marshmallows to alligators. They(thepeople)shouldknow
better, because it's dangerous, it's
stupid, and it's illegal. It's also interesting to note
thatalligatorsseem
topreferthemarsh- ·
mallow peeps
more than ordinary
mini marshmallows,butdon'ttake
my word for it.
Once again ,
it's dangerous to feed alligators. It
has been shown through extensive
scientific testing via wasteful government research (or maybe not)
that when alligators get hooked on
marshmallows they have the tendency to eat people. This is because
of an an_ger-inducing hormone produced by the marshmallow plant
(taxonomically known as Marshus
MallousSugaresium}. This hormone
is also the primary reason why millions of children become hyperactive arEaster.
Anyway, when alligators eat
a human-ba ed meal they are often
considered a danger to soci~ty and
killed. I suppose the reason for the
.. Alligator Death Penalty," as Gov-

The reason for the
"Alligator Death
Penalty" is to
teach the other
alligators a lesson..
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Why not put it in writing and send it in?
Experience the thrill of seeing your
name in print. Experience the agony
when a splot of ink messes up your .
finest word. The publishing game.
There's nothing like it.
Bring it on disk to our offices, or email it to
patfox@eWorld.com
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Greek life has its social advantages, so consider rushing

-s. - - .

Why shou1d I join a frater..
.
.·
nity? This is a question many young
blue blazer and khaki slacks, to go able to the public .
.·
men are currently contemplating at
beyond the clean-cut pledge, and to
Then there is ACACIA, my
the University of Central Florida.
go beyond the so-called fraternity brotherhood and favorite fraternity.
Some ask the question ou~ of sin"networks." It is a challenge tc learn ACACIA is the only non-letter fracere considerati({n, while others say
what true Greek life is. It is a plea- ternity. ACACIA's unique backthe words in mockery, having dissurable journey to learn of camara- ground began when it was formed at
pelled the opportunity as only fit for
to such bonds? It is probably due to derie and brotherhood. It will be Michigan State University with the
spoiled rich boys, pa1ty animals,
the unique traditions and events enlightening to learn of a Greek name of a Greek word, instead of
shallow socialites and future politi- community.
which encompass Greek life. Every LIFE.
with three random Gre~k letters.
cos. To the skeptics who abound
The best reason for affiliation semester is filled with athletic tradiIt is a challenge I hope the
ACACIA stands for strength,
there is not much to say, except that comes from the close ties of broth- tions such as Delta Gamma's An- incoming freshman will accept and the relentless pursuit of knowledge
such stereotyping of the Greek sys- erhood which bind both sororities chor Splash aqua-Olympics, Delta all UCF. students_will seriously con- and an undying faith in God.
tem isn't much different than the and fraternities. A good fraternity Delta Delta's Dolphin Daze, The sider, for fraternity and sorority life
Whatever your personality or
racism, bigotry and prejudice-most will always have a full calendar of Dead-ACACIAN Halloween Ball can ~e one-of the most rewarding needs, there will be a fraternity suited
students claim to oppose.
socials, formals, parties, games, - and spring formals. Such landmark experiences.
for you.
For those seriously consider- sports and brotherhood events. For events bring the best emotions out
There are many fraternities at
Go to Greek Rush, tour the
ing Greek life, however, there are - new students who enjoyed the clo e and provide for life-time memories, UCF, and all of them are starting
houses, read the literature, discover
many positive points to ponder. Fra- friendships and social life
high much like proms, weddings and Rush Week today. Each fraternity is the real Greek system or lore, and
ternity me-mbership offers many school, fraternities continue to pro- · graduations do. Addition~lly, the unique and has a personality of its
then go beyond the myths to find the
benefits. They are broken primarily vide a small school atnJosphere in ceremonies of initiation and broth- own. Pikes (Pi Kappa Alpha) are splendorof true Greek life in brothinto three arenas: l) academic, pro- UCF's large campus. For the confi- erhood are filled with challenges, known for athletic prowess. Sigma erhood, real friendships and parties!
fessional and career - - - - - - - - - - dent student with teamwork and sacrifice specifically Chi has a reputation for intelligence
I'll see all the ACACIAN
development; 2) exa healthy social for the purpose of building strong a.nd handsome appearance. Delta pledges this weekend~ Good luck to
posure to diversity
life, fraternities ties in new members.
Upsilon is the smallest and only all theRush Weekpledges!It'sworth
in the true sense of
provide exposure
lt is a challenge to break the non-secret fraternity at UCF, and it!
the word; and 3) soto other men of so- Greek stereotype-to go beyond the they claim all their rituals are availcial well-being.
cial competence. · ·r - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
The first and
For those seeking
foremost reason for
to cultivate their
joining a fraternity
private lives, fraAnother fall has begun and an exciting event is . mation systems would apply so much to me. Moreis usually social.
ternities are there
launched
in the lives of numerous young men and over, it was ironic the speech was proved coITect by
Despite all the noto help. Essenwomen.
the very fact so much had changed in those eight
tionsofoitics; !)that
tially, fraternities
Only
roughly
three
weeks
ago
I
attended
the
months.
During that time I had become a young,
fraternities are for
provide for the sograduation
of
my
sister
from
this
university
with
a
working
professional,
pursuing a career by day and
those who can" t
cial well-being of
Bachelors
of
Business
Administration
in
Accounttaking
post-graduate
classes
in the evening. And the
make fiiends on their
students, in the
ing.
It
was
an
enjoyable
event,
as
most
formal
cercomputer
technology
and
knowledge
of the world
own; 2)thatyoucanbuildyourown same way the campus clergy proemonies
and
p'
r
oceedings
have
been
for
me.
I
believe
may
very
well
have
doubled.
circle of friends if you're man vide for our spiritual needs and the
one reason for this is that such events, whether they
However, this article is not about the launchenough; or 3) that fraternity guys UCF Health Center provides forour
are the weddings of friends or the honoring of war ing of a career after college, for that is a period ofyour
pay for their friends.
bodies.
heroes or the scholastic pomp in the granting of lives to be marked by the ceremony of graduation.
Most people hever truly have
Although I prepared my notes
degrees
and academic medallions, are society's way This is about the period of your lives which comthe social life they want. Only a· for this piece before reading Greg.
of
marking
great moments in life'. Such events serve menced when you went to orientation or stepped
naive person would believe all, or Mason's "An Jntroduction to your
as
landmarks
in our personal lives and are our method, onto the university campus for the first time. This
even most, students actually party Greek System," I agree that frateras
a
group,
of
recognizing other's great and admi- period of your lives drew near during the twilight of
on the weekends. A poll of all the nities and sororities provide a close
As one who grew up with tradi- your adolescent years, in the last summer before
rable
achievements.
churches, family functions, night family and bolster one's enjoyment
tional
values,
I
suppose
the formality breaths further college. This period of your lives appeared on the
clubs, amusement parks, restaurants of college. My brotherhood in
life
into
such
things.
horizon during the bittersweet ceremony most know
and entertainment facilittes would ACACIA Fraternity allowed me the
In the UCF Summer graduation ceremonies as high school graduation; putting an indestructible
not account for all of UCF' s student opportunity to make new frier1ds .
for Engineering and Busin'ess Administration, the seal on your high school experience, tliis period
population on the weekends and and learn of lifestyles beyond my
guest
speaker happened to be a UCF alumni of became clearly "fate" as you drew your last vision of
ev·enings. The same could be said of regular life. I have maintained conexecutive
stature at the Walt Disney Corporation in high school friends in the morning mist and left your
the U.S. population versus all the tact with many members of my
Orlan~o. He spokeoftheexciting events which have high school graduation party.
places people could go to for enter- pledge class because of the bond we
trans pi.red during the 17 years after his graduation:
This article is a recognition and celebration of
tainment. Why? Because, as we all built together, and it is not surpristhe phenomenal growth of this university locally, the thelaunchof your college years, and the great marker
personally must accept, most of us ing many of my most trusted friends
fall of communism globally, the exponential explo- of the beginning was in the first steps you took on
do not have the great social life we are in ACACIA. In the same way
sion of technology and growth is becoming even campus, or the more exciting yet definitely not
want all the time. Some of us don't blood brothers are not always
steeper, and the dramatic changes in our society. He ceremoniai orientation class. Perhaps, ifI am fortueven have a social Ii fe half the time. friends. brotherhood does not guartalked of the awesome technology, economy, and nate, the reading of this column mightserveasoneof
Finally, and most unfortunately, antee "fun and happy" friendships.
society we would launch our careers in. He was the smaller, decorative memories to this great event
many students who walk on our However, it often brings a level of
indomitably correct, and my experiences in the work in your lives-for it is a grand event. From it you will
campus don't have much of a per- trust and belonging which would
force supports it vehemently. It was amazing that a enter another spectacular (life-changing and often
sonal life. Unfortunately, their frus- usually take a·lifetime to build in
speech meant for graduates leaving UCF eight months excitingly confusing) part of life called work!
trations often appear as vicious and non~Greek life.
after I received my bachelors in management/informaligning rumors about the Greek
How does fraternal Ii ving lead
·~
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The best ·reason
for affiliation
comes from the
close ties of
brotherhood
which bind both
sororities and
fraternities.
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The Florida Student Association
and UCF Student GOvernment
invites you to
'

.

.. .

att~nd

a

-

'

: Thursday, -September .1 4
·_ · 5:00 - 7:00pm .
in the UDR
in conjunction with the
Board· of Regents Meeting
Food will be provided
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Hunter's Reserve near UCF area
new units 2 bedroom/2 ba. 1093
sq. feet Rent $675.00 Security
UCF Butokukan Club: Karate,
$600.00 one upstairs w/
Aikido , Self defense, . Coed
cathedral ceilings one downstairs
classes farming. Open House 9-7
w/ I 0 ft ceilings.
and 9-12, 7-10 pm Tue & Thu at
2 bedroom/ 2 bath 971 sq. ft
education bldg multipurpose room
to left of gym. INFO: 282-5579 or
$650.00 ecurity $600 upstairs
380-0227
w/ cathedral ceiling.
Available Immediately
Filipino Student Association
1st meeting: S~pt. 11-Mon. 4:30Becon Hill off Red Bug Road 2
5:30 pm Stud. Cntr. Rm 187
bedroom/2 bath end unit
Food and drinks served!!!
townhome 1335 sq. ft. $650.00
Security $600.00 available Sept.
UCF Martial Arts Club
15th '95
Realistic, applicable self defense
skills for men & women
Please call L. A. Real Estate
Call: 249-3031
407-679-2998 or 407-695-6976

Club Info

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union meets Tues. 9pm, Social
Work Trailer room 101. Everyone
is welcome. Info: 6_57-0614

For Rent
2 BR, 2BA; new carpet; $580/
month; Fox Hunt Lanes 2838.
Hunt Club Lane (904)335-5681
leave message

Autos
Plymouth Volare- 2 dr., slant 6
engine, standard shift. Runs
well. $795. obo. Call 823-2190.

Help Wanted
Shoe Sales - Rutland's is seeking
a person with retail experience
sel ling better quality men's
shoes. 20-25 hours per weeek.
Call 629-4055 Mon-Fri

Need a job? Earn easy cash. Up
to $500-700 weekly. Work at
home, set your own hours. Don't
let this extraordinary
opportunity pa'ss u by. Send
$1.00 an·d SASE to American
Dream Ent. 10151 Univ.Blvd.
Suite 317 Ori, Fl. 32817

Mary Kay Cosmetics
1/2 price ! !! Moving must sel I
Call Sharon - 366-1 150
Female wanted to share 2bd/2ba
apt at Bishop Park in WP. Must
be ok with cats, clean & considerate. $310/mo. + 1/2 util. Great
location, great price.
Call Robin 678-5389

Brother word processor (WP80) owners man, gd cond., 15
Ii ne screen- $150 obo
Jay 841-3890

19" Color TV, Full size bed,
several Furniture pcs. and
Drafting Table, all in good
condition, bo., 679-0539
Dinette set table and 4 chairs. I
year old $75.
Call Rachel 384-5923

TV/VCR cabinet w/ storage area.
_Solid oak. Holds 27 inch TV.
Call 365-5652

Waldenbooks is now hirin_
g PIT
for new store in Sanford area.
Please call Matt at 267-7650

Top Dollar Paid-wantedProm, Homecoming, Bridesmaids
Gowns & evening wear. Highest
commissions paid on consignment
in tri-county area. We will come
pick up. Call 892-5505.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes.
Send SASE to PO Box 77 4
Olathe KS 66051

Tutors

VALET PARKING POSITIONS:
City Nights Val~t, Inc. is now
hiring runners to fill valet parking
positions at several locations
across Central Florida. You
must be capable of intense
running, have a good driving
record and a great attitude. We
are lookinq for safe, careful
drivers who know friendly
service to a customer. You need
to be available at least one (1)
weekend night and one (1) week
day or night per week minimum.
Shifts available around the
clock, scheduling is flexible
around jobs and other responsibilities. Pay is outstanding. Only
clean cut, honest, hard-working
and serious athletes need apply.
Call (407)849-0670 to set an
appointment.

Wanting to hire female education
student to help homeschool two
female students-5th and 9th
grades. Call 275-9902. ask for
Debbie. Flexible hours.

Singles
"Phil Donahue look-alike" wants
to meet petite coed who likes
being with "older men."
384-9168

Services

Students needed to wo~k at
Orlando lnt'I Airport, Sept 11-24.
Neat ap'pearance required. 2030 hrs/wk. $7.00/hr. Call Dr.
Klee 823-2270 or 678-0767.

3M Prof. fuel injector service
To Improve MPG & Performance
why pay $39.99 w/ coupon

Only $18.86
Call 282-745.7

Valet Parking Position
Available
FT/PT great tips, hourly,
commission. Please ca!I Erik at
222-9475

Liscensed Massage Therapist
U.C.F. senior Michelle Miiler,
L.M.T., is offering therapeutic
and relaxational professional
massage at a special discount rate
for U.C.F. students, faculty and
staff of $25 per one hour session.
Call for an appointment.
623-9544
MMOOl3520

Driver wanted for visually
hadicapped profeesor. Drive my
car. Call Bill Quain at 679-3247
or ext. 5066

HOT DATE LINE

DEEP DISCOUNT PRICES

Over 30,000
Girls & Guys
Nationwide!

• HP 48GX Graphic
• Full line of
HP scientific & Expandable (128k)
• HP 48G Graphic (32k)
business
• HP38G (New)
calculators.
• All software for above
•HP lOB
• All Peripherals
•HP 17 Bii
•HP 200LX
F/,ifl HEWl.ETT

Palmtop Computer

Wanted

ICM-established, reputable
mktg. firm looking for dependable, responsible inside sales
reps. Immediate hire, FT/PT,
convenient location to UCF on
University Blvd. Benefits, Credit
Union membership. Guaranteed
salary + bonus & commissions,
paid training. Call (407)8589160 or (407)679-5455.

5.0 Mustang Owners
Earn extra income. Looking For
Leaders to sell quality products
011 and off campus. Part timewill train. Call 366-8421

B abys1tter,
·
1·1te h se k eepmg
· own
3.6 cu ft Kenmore fridge one
House for rent-large 5 pedroom
Year of usP- $I 00 call 380-3760
2 1/2 bath, large lot, 1+mile from
car refs rqrd 3:30-6:00 Call after
UCF $950/month. Please call 1 - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - i
6:30 366-8466
672-5772(present tenant) 657Sleeper Sofa, little new .$125
4-124(Kristin owner)
OBO. also drapes $25 pr . OBO.
Experienced Borland Ctt
657-8508
programmer wanted. Windows
UCF area/Watertord Lakes
expt. Send resume to: DMSC
luxury condo. Lakefront, fully
Inc., 815 Eyrie Dr. Ste I c
furnished, including_washer/
Love seat $50 obo
Oviedo
, Fl 32765 No Phone
dryer. $460 a month. Call agent
nights 366-2384
Calls
382-1666.

HEWLETT PACKARD

September 5, 1995

Typists
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735
Fast acurate and next to campus
call Cherie for your typing needs
359-9203

You choose the Area Code!

CALL 1·900·822·0027 Ext. 531

~f..,I PACKARC

Call Don O'Rourke NOW! at
INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer
898-0081•2916 Corrine Drive• by the Navy base

Word Processing, research
papers, manuscripts, resumes,
pick up and delivery, etc.
Call 366-9626.

$2.49 per min. Calls can be between 1 and 15 minutes
Maximum cost $38.00 Touch-tone phone required
Under 18 must get parent's permission
(Customer Service) Strauss Enterprises. (408) 625-1910
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P1easec1ieckoneofrhefollowm8 :
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_F9r Sale
_Services
_A11tos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates

_Greek Corner
_Cl11b Info
_Help Wamed

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

Resume/Typing- professionally
written. Call 249-0398 for quote.

1

I
I

_ Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring S e m e s t e r s . ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others. ,
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, A.. 32817 Alln: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

1-----------------------------Name, address, and phone (required): - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~

Desktop Publishing by Claire
Very professional, very quick,
very resonable. 14 yrs. Exp.
Mcintosh & Laser Printer
380-2162

Other
Bally special limited program for
students and residents. Call Walter
297-8400.
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THE Crossword
ACROSS

1
I

)

I Ever"green trees
5 Old-fashioned
I 0 Animal fat.
14 Cheese
15 Use cleverness
in escaping
16 Concerned with
17Too
18 Boundary
19 Skirt length
20 Sent an answer
22 Material wealth
24 Chihuahua
25 Quiet
26 Lover's song
30 Despise
34 Having wings
35 Sunbather's color
36 Certain chord
37 Topper
38 Lowers in character
41 Eavesdropping
42 Venerate
44-Aviv
45-noire
46 Indicate
48Ran
50 Ceremonial dinner
52 Golf word
53 Waiting period
56 Keep lovingly
60 Wrap
61 Diadem
63 Diva's song
64 Spew
65 Ancient

66 Ma.n
67 Strike out
68 Adjust
69Hem
DOWN
I Terror
2 Not working
3 Grating sound
4 Burn slowly
5 Agent
6 Enthusiastic
7 Hat
8 Decree
9 Fine point
10 Like another
11 Distinct entity
12 Volcanic peak
13 Labor
21 Electrified particle
23 Schemes
25 Capitol Hill man
26 Dinner course
27 Eliminate a vowel
28 Deadly gas
29 Smidgen
31 Lama land
32 Terre33 Put a border on
38 Prevent
39 Calendar abbr.
40 Trunk carrier?
43 Ribbon flower
45 Heavy curtain of
artillery fire

47 Magazine head
49 "Norma-"
51 Author Zola
53 Chilled
54 City in Alaska
55 Follow
56 American Indian
57 Angered
58 Carol
59 Dislike
62 Madison Ave. output

The Answers

"Come out, come out.
w h erever you are. II
-Robert De~iro
Cape Fear

iCltiltltll\ 9l 1Cltiltltl\
.
NIGHTCLUB
by LARA E. GILLEY
Staff writer

Various events have taken place at the UCF Arena in years past but none'
could even come close to "The Reckoning Day.''
Friday, August 25th in trcxluced a new i.ype of music to the UCF Arena
in the fo1111 of Megadeth, Korn, Flotsam and Jetsam, and Fear Factory.
Friday momi ng the Flotsam and Jetsam tour bus parked at the arena with
all five band members plus their manager Eric Brave1111an.
Edward Carlson, their guitaJist, noted, '1 woke up this morning going
what the hell? I saw the arena and that was it?"
They found it hard to believe, from what they had seen, that they were
actually on a university campus.
Michael Gilbert, Flotsamfsf short-haired Polo wearing guitru1s~ questioned, ,;where is there a place to fish."
Opce they had figured outthey were in Orlando, and not close to a beach,
they were ready totalkaboutopeningfor Megadeth. 'We did forty shows [with
Megadeth]," Kelly David Smith points out.
[From July 12th to August 25th is only 45 days]
Ed wants to know, "did you add them up?"
"No, but I just always say that every time, it sounds good."
They are heading home to Phoenix, Arizona in three days for

.. \

<

photo/ GILLEY .

Dave Mustane of Megadeth jams at the UCF arena.
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For FREE passes, posters and T-shirts
to Spike Lee's Clockers on MondaJJ; September 11)
stop by The Green from 11 to 1 on Wednesday.

a small break. They have off ')ust for a month, and we are looking
for bands to play with." Kelly mentions
"Try and get on another opening slot or go out on our own
little three-ring-circus tour." Ed laughs.
As for toming with Megadeth, the two bands have toured
together before.
"We did our first two tours at the same time in Europe, "Ed
recalls, "We were always trying to tour with Megadeth. Whenever
they had a new record out we were like etake us out on the road
Dave" [Mustaine, ofMegadeth]
"And he never would but this time it was too right," Kelly
adds.
What is not too right for metal bands these day are radio
frnmats. They all seem to be tuned to the Seattle gr~nge scene or
alternative bands.
Flotsam and Jetsam do care about how they are refeITecl to,
"Yeah I care a lot, I hate all that crapj" Ed declares laughing,
"alternative and MTV, those two together are destroying music."
"MTV is the biggest monopolized pieceofshitlfveeverseen
in my life!" he concludes.
"The radio is the same way," Kelly continues, "its called
ball-less 1~adio."
Tonight is their night though. Countless metal fans have
gathered to see Lheir45 min. set where Ed says, lwe are doing a lot
of eDriftfl [their latest album]
Kelly mentions, "this isaheavierended tour, these fans want
in your face all the way through the set." The fans that want the
mellow side of Flotsam will have to wait until a head lining tour.
"When we headline wefll have twice as long ancf 'we can play
whatever the hell we want," Ed promises.
On stageFlotsam and Jetsam were unbelievable. They were
o much better than their album, especially the vocals delivered by
Eric AK.
Fear Factory and Korn were nothing really to speak of. In fact
whenDaveMustainesaidonstage,"WefdliketothankKom,"they
. 1 were booed. Mustaine did not seem to appreciate it either.
Flotsam received the biggest applause next to a well deserved Megadeth.
How Megadeth performed, there are no words for. The fans
that were there know. As Mustaine sang, "I am a victory."
After the show members of Flotsam asked fans in the
parking lot how they liked their show. All were in agreement, they
were (to not use a cliche, such as rocked or ruled) incredible.
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·eord er Cantina Mexican Restaurant
4250 AlAFAYA TRAIL

(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

Best Mexican Food in Central Florida
.

DAILY SPECIALS--..:......__

<sl.oo ICEHOUSE DRAFT & $2.00 MARGARITAS>
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

359-1333

. 1-800-COLLECT

®

SPORTS

ENTRIES DUE

PLAY BEGINS

Volleyball
Baseball
Basketball
Soccer

September 11
October 9
October 30
November 6

September 18 ·
October 16
November 8
November 13

Sign up at RS 101 (by the pool).
For more information please call 823-2408.

1-800-COLLECT
Save The People You Call Up To 44 °/o.*

~

---~~-

®

O Dorothy Gillespie's art and
sculptures are being shown at the
UCF art gallery through October 11.

(

all photos by DAVID VU

:Dexter's

not his usua1 self.
You suspect the

salsa.

So you call Dr. NusblaU, your family vet back home.
~,

The

call is cheap.

(Too bad about the

consultation

fee.·)

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a month on long dis~ance
and we'll subtract 25% off your AT&T bill~ Spend $50 a month, get 30% off Guaranteed. This
special offer ends soon, so you've got to call 1800 TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15.
No fees. No lists. And no circles. Thafs Your True Choia!MAT&T

('

Until Robots
replace Humans
... your plasma ~l
always he needed

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery, or
treatments of illness

•

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

"We will compensate you for your time
when giving the gift of life"
YOU CAN EARN OVER $.120 PER MONTH

$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION .

fit\l;i!ll!il~~lftlII!lt

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL. .

-9L Price[ess (jift

----4

Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call .M ary or Michelle at 896-7575
···
for informatio~. ·

JOU'''tallDU .. ca

You Mun GO IN PH~ON

The UCF Office of Student Activities and
.Division of Student Affairs
. will be facilitating a seminar on

Communication:
"The ·Key To .· Sutcess"
.

.

This is an exciting opportunity
for the University's community
of student leaders to wOrk
together and expand their
awareness of.communication.
The Office of Stud~nt Activities
invites the ()ffi~ers or leader representatives .
of your organization to attend the

7th Annual ·Leaders' Seminar
at the :_
Grand Ballroom &._ Courtyard
catered by Puff 'n Stuff ·

r

Saturday, .September 16, 1995
_8 :00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. .
.

)

RSVP by Friday2 September 8
to the Office of Student.Activities
Student Center Room 198, 823-6471
.

Casual Dress

.

Lunch is provide.d
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.UCF rui!bY wants You
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The UCF women's rugby club is currently recruiting students for the upcoming fall season. If you're not
aware, as I'm sure most of you aren't,
the UCF rugby club is one of the most
successful organizations on campus. ·
They travel constantly and play in tour- ·
·naments all over the state. If this
sounds interesting, or if you just feel
like getting out some frustrations then
give the UCF rugby club a shot. For
additional info~ation give Donna
Hurrle,_vice president of the UCF
women's rugby club, a call at 384.5818.

•

Come Join Us at the Newly Remodeled... _

lrltilt 1f111r~1t~~
1C1() ~ ~ 1t1c1r111() ·~ · ·
3 MONTHS FREE W/ MEMBERSHIP
Now Featuring our new full lines of
Eagle Cybex, Traqkmaster Treadmills,
Stairmaster's PT 4000, 112 court
basketball, aerobics, sauna, and more.
1

Student Legal Serv·ices
Problems With:
•Landlords
• Insurance
•Contracts
• Traffle Tickets
Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
•Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative 'in ce~ln
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 22 7
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

NEW YORK CARPET WORLD
6237 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
. ·ORLANDO, FL 32807
PH: 407/ 381-8114

OtRPErWCRLD®
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Golden Knights give Eastern Kentucky
a drubbing behind Smith's 155 yards
O The UCF offense
was extremely
efficient, while the
defense put up a
lackluster effort-allowing EKU 286
rushing yards.

by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Last Thursday night the
Golden Knights finally found its
knight in shin ing armor. Only this
knight wasn't riding a horse, he
was riding the Eastern Kentucky
secondary.
UCF. freshman Daunte

Cul pepper started the game
scorching hot. He completed his
first 12 passes, audibilizing and
directing the offense as if he were
starting his fifth, not first season
at UCF.
Culpepper was also a gracious host at hi~ huge coming-out
party. He threw eight passes to
wide out Rufus Hall, five to Eddie
Keyes and four to.fullback Gerod
Davis. After all was said and nearly
done, Culpepper finished 20-of25 for 254 yards .and three touchdowns.
"He was very poised in the
huddle getting the ball .where it
needed to be," said running back
Marquette Smith.
The biggest question inark
behind Culpepper were the wide
receivers. The question mark
turned into an exclamation after
the sure-handed corps proved its
worth by not dropping anything
Daunte was dishing out.
"The wide receivers were
truly a pleasant surprise-I don't
think they dropped one ball," said
UCF coach ·Gene McDowell. "I
have four receivers dressing out .
photo/HUNT
now. 1 usually have five, but I Running back Marquette Smith had a solid game with 155
think I'll stick with these four for yards on 25 carries. His long run of the night was 55 yards.
now."
Gerod Davis (the jab) had 29 yards ing," said an appreciative Smith
The dreaded one-two combo rushing and 43 yards receiving. after the game.
delivered as promised. Marquette But even more important than that
The offensive line also
Smith (the uppercut) finished with were his impressive blocks.
proved that despite returning only
155 yards on 25 carries, with a 6.2
"I'd li~e to give a special
yards~per-carry average. Fullback
thanks to Gerod Davis for blocksee DEBUT, page 22
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Sign up in Student Government
For more information call 823-2191

..
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The NFL finally returns to save a drowning world of sports

[ -D-ootball
-- Follies
•
.,

•

Well, another school year
has arrived, and with the coming
of September, the warm and happy
days of summer are all but gone.
But that humid heat you feel in the
air has nothing to do with the loss
of the ozone layer, it's the multitude of football fans breathing a
collective sigh of relief, now that
the new NFL season is finally
here.
Themain focus for this football year will be the inaugural
seasons of the two newest franchises, the Jacksonville Jaguars
and the Carolina Panthers. The
Panthers do seem to be the better
of the two (just barely), but alas,
don't expect more than three or
four wins apiece from the new
kids on the block. Let's take a
look at the other 28 teams.

It wasn't too long ago when
this was the worst division in football, but now, with four out of the
five teams legitimate playoff contenders, expect some extraordinary games in '95. Look for the
Dolphins to rise to the top of the
division. Don Shula hopes he finally got the missing pieces to the
Super Bowl puzzle with off-season acquisition of tight end Eric
Green from the Steelers. The' fins,
for the first time in a long time,
have a solid defense anchored by
1994 NFL Defensive Rookie Of
the Year Tim Bowens:
It won't be a walk for Miami, though. The New England
Patriots are looking strong. Led
by Drew Bledsoe, the Pats air attack will be in full force again this
year. Head coach and all-around
football guru Bill Parcells went
out and got former pupil Dave
Meggett from the Giants to catch
some passes and, oh yeah,,he might
run the ball once or twice, too .

The rest of the division
hape upthi way. TheColtsand
Bills are both for real. Indy is on
the way up, and the Bills are on
the way down. Bills head coach
Marv Levy is going to try to
squeeze one more year out of the
same veterans who were the terror
of the AFC just a few years back.
The Colts have finally risen and
should not be taken lightly, but
we' 11 see exactly how far a solo
ground game (see Marshall Faulk)
can take a team. There isn't much
to say about the Jets. They have a
franchise withoutdirection. A rudderless ship with no destination in
mind. Good luck Boomer.

This is simply a two-team
division . The oppressive defense
of the Blitzburg Steelers versus
the blue collar mix of hard-nosed
running and short-yard passing of
the Cleveland Browns. The
Browns had a better off-season,
picking up star wide-out Andre
(Bad Moon) Rison. Look for the~e
two teams to battle all year long.
The rest of the division barely
deserves mentioning. The Oilers,
Jags, and my beloved Bengals
(sob), should combine for about
I 0 wins. Expect for the order of
finish to run: Steelers, Browns,
Oilers, Bengals and .Jaguars.

If only the Chargers could
have declined to play in last years
Super Bowl. That way, last years
dream season would have ended
on a positive note with their championship game win over Pittsburgh. Expect the Chargers to
come back to the pack this season.
There is no clear-cut champ in this
division this year, but look for the
Bolts, the newly-relocated Oakland Raiders and the Kansas City

The UCF Sports Information Department is currently ·
looking for interns to assist
with fall sports and get
credit if you are either a
journalism/editing major or
a public relations major. For
more information call Cory ·
Rogers, assistant sports information director, at 8232142.

Chiefs to battle for the crown.
Expect a lot of9-7 and 8-8 records.
This is a transiti9n year. for the
Broncos, but if new head coach
Mike Shannahan and quarterback
John Elway start clicking on all
cylinders, look for them to challenge for the crown. Despite their
new coach, Dennis Erickson, the
Seahawks are going to remain
"Mirered" in last place.

Can Barry Switzer and the
Cowboys regain the form that
brought Dallas two titles in the
past three years? This is the big
question in Big D this year as "Da
Boys" go for yet another divisional crown. Some say the Cowboys are on the way down the
NFL's "Ladder of Dominance"
(is that like a cocoon of horror?).
Still others say they still have all
the ingredients (Deion?) to win
another Super Bowl. Regardless,
look for Dallas to win the East
again.
The Philadelphia Eagles
look poised for a run, though. With
a new coach (Pete Carrol, late of
the Jets), a new running back
(Ricky Watters, lateofthe49ers),
and an entirely new offense
scheme (West coa'st offense, again,
late of the 49ers), the Eagles look
like they have the best chance of
catching Dalla~.Jf aging quarterback Randall Cunningham flourishes as expected under the West
coast offense, and Watters can
stay injury-free, look for the
Eagles to make some waves.
The rest of the East shapes
up this way . The Phoenix Cardinals will still terrorize people with
its defense, but the offense still
needs help. Dinosaur Dave Krieg
has arrived to do what he can, but
the 16-year vet doesn't have much
to work with. The N.Y. Giants
and Washington Redskins are both
longing for the late '80s. Back
when they were both Super Bowl
contenders and not pretenders.
Don't expect much from these
teams.

will be painted purple by the end
of this season. The Minnesota
Vikings should run away and hide
from therestofthedivision . Don't
expect any other team from this
division to even make the playoffs. The Packers are too old (oh
Sterling, where are you?), theBucs
a little too young. The Bears have
no offense, and no matter what the
reports are coming out of Detroit,
Scott Mitchell is not a big-game
quarterback and cannot lead a team
for an entire 16-game season. If
there is a surprise in this division
look for the Bucs to be playing in
January. That's right! THE
BUCS!

This is the land of the 49ers.
Plain and simple. They will win
Super Bowl XXX because there is
no team even close to them. Ex-

pect them to win at least 13 games.
The Falcons are hopeful of a playoff appearance .this year, and they
mightjusr do it. They have a rocksolid defe.nse and an exciting offensive leader in Jeff George.
Andre Rison is gone but Eric
Metcalf is here, and he should he
the missing piece to the Falcon's
playoff picture.
The rest of the division is
hopeless. The Rams may have left
the City of Angels, but don't expectanything new. The lone bright
spot is the ever-consistent Jerome
Bettis. And as for the Saints, go
figure. They are the most inconsistent team in football, hence they
won't win more than six games
this year.
Well, no matter which teams
flourish and which flounder, the
upcoming NFL season promises
to be one to remember.

Do you want to
speak
Young Life?
Call
Lloyd Larsen
657-4278

Pi Sigma Epsilon

MEANS BUSINESS

Why do we focus on Marketing and Sales, and still
welcome ALL MAJORS?
If you can MARKET YOURSELF
If yo·u can SELL YOUR TALENTS AND IDEAS
Then you can SUCCEED IN ANY FIELD!
.·. : :-:· :·.. . ·.·. · ·· ::: ::
:-. ·: :·.;.·.: ··.. : : ·: :····· .. -....... ·..
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ETTERS OF

~ECOMJl.. 'fENDATTON

ORIENTATION MEETING
WHEN: September 11, 1995
WHAJ TIME: 7:30-8:30
WHERE: Univ. Dining Room

The black and blue division

East Orlando's

Larges~

Bookstore

Featuring:
• 30% off New York Times Bestsellers
• 10% off Hardback Books
• Special Orders & Quantity Discounts

Open Mon-Sat JOam-JOpm Sun llam-10 pm 1214{J Collegiate Way (407) 382 -1617

Your College Headquaters For:
•Textbooks
• Supplies
• UCF Memorabilia

Alafa a Tr

u
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College
Suppk)·

Open Mo1J,-Fri 8:30am-6pm Sat 1Oam 4pm
122()f) University Blvd. (407) 249-0855
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UCF defel1Sive end Emil Ekiyor comes out fierce after a year off
D Ekiyor recovered
a fumble and caused
two interceptions
and nearly a third.
by JUSTIN DELIAS
Assistant spcrts editor

Although all of the hype after the University of Central
Florida Golden Knight ' s opening
game against Eastern Kentucky
University was centered around
the debut performance of Daunte
Culpepper and "Daunte Ball, there
was another player making a command performance in his second
·'debut" with the Knights .
After missing all of last season due to disciplinary problems,
defensive end Emil Ekiyor returned lo the lineup with a bang
registering a sack, causing a
fulT! ble, recovering a furn ble,
knocking down a pass and pressuring EKU's Tommy Luginbill
into throwing two interceptions.
Although "Daunte Ball" may have
overshadowed Ekiyor's perfor-

mance in the fans eyes, his efforts
did not go unnoticed by UCF
coaches.
"He
single-handedly
stopped some scoring drives," said
head coach Gene McDowell of
Ekiyor's performance. "He had a
really outstanding game."
For Ekiyor, his return ends
a year of frustration. Although he
was still allowed to practice with
the team last year, there is nothing
like playing in a real game.
"It felt great to be back out
there," said Ekiyor. "I've been
looking forward to this game for a
year now," he said while unwrapping tape from his hand after the
game. "I was just happy to be out
there. I can't describe the feeling
I felt when I took that first snap."
His tough play answered
many questions about how rusty
he would be after missing a year.
Ekiyor looked as if he never
missed a stride. Despite the domi. nating performance in which he
had two tackles behind the line for
a loss of 15 yards, Ekiyor is his
own worst critic.

"I still didn't have as good
of a game as I would .have liked
to" explained Ekiyor. ·'I could
have done a lot better out there."
So, just what would have
been a satisfying performance for · ·
Ekiyor?
"If we would have had a
shutout, I would have been satisfied with my play and the team'
play as well," continued Ekiyor.
"That would have been my ultimate goal."
Ekiyor's life is revolving
around goals right ·now. College
football is a game in which experience means everything. Players
improve each year that they play.
Having missed a year, Ekiyor is
determined to wor.k extra hard to
reach his goal of making up for
the development he missed during last year's absence. Ekiyor
appears to be making strides in the
r.ight direction.
_"You have to be proud of a
guy that goes through the hardships that he's went through and
continued to fight through," said
McDowell ..
Ekiyor' s teammates are certainly proud and have not held his
past misfortunes against him. Instead, they elected Ekiyor as a
photo/HUNT
team captain, which coach
McDowell feels is one of the big- Emil Ekiyor put pressure on the opposing quarterback all
night long. He also recovered a fumble dl:fring the game.
gest honors in football.
"To be voted captain .by your
teammates and peers is the greatest vote of confidence that .I've
ever seen or anything I've done in
my life," stated McDowell.

Billions to be claimed
All students quality
$350 guaranteed

Golden Knights excel in every aspect in
their season opener against E. Kentucky

for a nominal processing fee

Call Besa at John Patrick Com

~srv · (407)_671-9973

DEBUT, from page 20

~~
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Compuier·Nuts
Mail Order
'Prices
.. .locally
.
.
.

Custom PC ·systems • Upgrades • Parts • Repairs

DELUXE SYSTEMS
Pentium-100/ 8 MB RAM
Pentium-90/ 8 MB RAM
Pentium-66/ 8 MB RAM
486DX4·100/ 8 MB RAM
486DX2·80/ 8 MB RAM

$1,759
$1,649
$1,399
$1,279
$1,249

CUSTOMIZATIONS
8 to 16 RAM- 486
8 to 16 RAM- Pent
1.2 MB.floppy Drive
Diamond Stealth·64
850 MB Hard Drive
1275 MB Hard Drive
Quefd Multimedia Kit
420 MB Tape Drive
,800 MB Tape Drive

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

270
280
47 .

ao· ·

40
90
279
169
199

Trackman
Mid-Tower Case
Combo Floppy
17" CTX 1765GM
15" Mitac 1.564 ·
14.4 Fax Modem
Flightstick .. ..
280 VA UPS
Surge Arrest wltel

Add 79
Add 30
Add 61
Add 450
Add 110
Add 54
Add 39
Add 105
Add 25

~~~-;:====================:::..__:::=================== -

Deluxe-Systems Include; Motherboard w/CPU, RAM, 540 MB HOD, 1.44 MB Floppy Drive, VLB IDE
2H/2F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB VLB Video Card, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Keyboard,
Case w I 250 Watt Power Supply, Windows '95, Microsoft Mouse

50% off_Upgrade Labor with this Ad.
Quad Speed Kit
279
Sound Blaster 16 SCSI 129
Sound Blaster AWE.32 289
Double Speed CD-ROM . 79
Sound Blaster 16 IDE
84
80 Wa~ Speakers
69
Sound Blaster Pro Dix
79
LABTEC PC Speakers 19
Quad Speed CD ROM 179
Choose from our selection of CD titles
Great Prices

7359 Lake Underhill Road
(At the corner of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

Mon-Sat 10am-6pm · . Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax:
(407) 658.:.9615
VISA '·

~
10%
r--------------,

one starter they can get the job
done. The sole sa~k of the game
came on the first play when
Culpepper became confUsed.
"Wepr.oyep we could play,"
said senior offensive guard Chris
Tabscott. "Instead of rebuilding,
we reloaded."
Defensive strikes throughout the game were often times
quicker than the offensive ones.
UCF linebacker Nakia Reddick
intercepted a pass in the .first half
and returned it 58 yards for a touchdown. He outraced an EKU wide
receiver to the end zone, who
gained not a step on Reddick from
yard one to yard 58.
An~ther terror for the EKU
offense was defensive end Emil
Ekiyor. Although he only finished
with two tackles, he was in Tommy
Luginbill's face mask all night
long. He caused both interceptions and nearly a third in the
fourth quarter with his constant
harrassment of the EKU quarterback.

,.

WELCOME BACK TO UCF
STUDENTS AND FACULTY

G R I L L

AMERICA'S VALUE MENU
OPEN AFTER MIDNIGHT

RECEIVE

DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF l.D.

FREE SUB

I
BUY ANY FULL SIZE SUB
I
I
. AND GET A JUNIOR FREE
I
G R I L L
AVAILABLE AT THESE
I
IMIAMI SUBS GRILL:
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO, FL 32820
...
I COUPON EXPIRES 10.31-95
I
L NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I

______________

G R I LL

ijiiFReE DRINK &F'RiES,

r
••

1

• FREE 20oz DRINK AND SMALL FRIES
1
WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO
L
OR CHICKEN PIJA
AVAILABLE AT THESE MIAMI SUBS GRILL:

I
I G R I L
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO, FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 1().31·95
I
L NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I

______________
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"He
single-ha.ndedly
stopped some scoring drives," said
McDowell.
Senior cornerback Allen
Powel I had a big first-game
with seven tackles and an interception. In fact the entire
UCF secondary sliowed up,
which means the super sophomores all chipped in, too.
Strong
safety
Kenton
Rickerson (soph.) had three
tackles, free. safety Donnell
Washington (soph.) had four
tackles and corner William
Washington led the trio with
five takedowns.
The only weak area for the
Knights was its defense against the
run. They gave up 286 yards via the
ground and three EKU running backs
had over 60 yards .The de1ense is
already living up to its motto. "Bend,
but don't break."
The next game for the Golden
Knights (opportunity to watch
Culpepper) will be this Saturday at
home when they face CarsonNewman at I p.m.

Look to the Gridiron
Report this Thursday
for complete insight
into the CarsonNewman game,
including an
interview with the
opposing coach and
up-to-the-minute
injury reports.
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Daunte Culpepper looked as if he had
been running the UCF offense for years
AMAZING, from page 24
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Smith (senior running back): "He was very poised in the huddle, always getting the ball
•
••• •Marquette
where it needed to be. All Daunte can do is make me better, and all I can do is make him better."
•
•
••
•
"Daunte Culpepper's performance tonight exceeded my
•
• •Chris Tabscott (senior offensive guard):wildest
dreams."
•
•
•
•
•
•

psychologically and emotionally
prepared for this game.
ready to run the offensive system
Did he ever dream of havnow, a sense of hesi ta ti on remains, ing this type of performance?
despite his heroic play.
"I thought that it would be
"Coach Kruczek keeps put- everything it was," commented a
ting new things in each week, but nonchalant Culpepper.
: •UCF head coach 9ene McDowell: "It was spectacular. He had one flaw in the whole ballgame and that · :
eventually I'll get there," said
Coach McDowell feels that
•
was the fumble. You usually get 15 flaws from a freshman quarterback."
•
Culpepper.
Culpepper's performance is one
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
As big of a question mark as for the history books.
Culpepper at quarterback were the
"It was spectacular," said other prizes. There will also be
inexperienced wide receivers. And McDowell. "He had one flaw in other contests such as the sublimionce again.just as big of a success the whole ball game, and that was nal four game. This is where there
story. Rufus Hall caught three the fumble. You ordinarily get 15 will be various things in the protouchdowns while Eddie Keyes flaws from a freshman quarter- gram and set up around the UCF
and Reginlad Doster were also back."
Arena that make a person think of
outstanding. No dropped passes
For Culpepper, Thursday the number four. The person will
said it all.
night's game was business as then make a list of these items and
'That was a big surprise," usual, and the day of the gamewas .possibly win a prize.
said McDowell. "That was the.dif- just as ordinary. He woke up, went
Smith explained: "Our spirit
ference in the game. They were to weight training class, went theme this season is the subliminal
outs tan ding."
home to eat and take a cat nap and four. For example, we are trying for
One of the most asked ques- finally called his mother for some our fourth title with four seniors
who have been here for all four
tions was if Culpepper would be · last second advice.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -........ years. We also have four new recruits, and our true goal is to make
the Final Four."
UCF volleyball action starts
this weekend with the Spank It InviVOLLEYBALL, from page 24
ing as a player. Metzcus is now an
tational. The tournament takes place
assistant coach with the Golden right here at the UCF Arena, and
who helped UCF earn its first Knights.
there is no cost for students. The
"I am very excited to see this teams participating are UCF,
NCAA tournament berth in school
photolSTRODE
team play," said Metzcus. "lplayed Loyola, Barry, and Maryland. The
history last season.
The Golden Knights continue to practice even though they
Returning for their fourth and with them last year, and they know first game is noon on Friday.
haven't dropped a TAAC game in over two seasons now.
final season are captain Emily that they can trust me and come to
So, any last thoughts from the
Queisser, outside hitters Amy me with problems that they may not leader of this team on her strategy
Gendreau and Michelle Cutright, fee_! they can go to Laura with," going into opening weekend?
and middle hitter Tanya Gwinn.- continued Metcus..
"Thoughts are things," ex This year's volleyball games plained Smith. "We want to creQueisser, the team's starting setter,
had over 1500 assists last season. will have a little bit of a different ate a belief system that makes us
"Emily is one of the reasons look. After the second game at all win . We are not defending our'
we will go far this year,"said Smith. UCF home games, there will be a three titles because that means that .
"If you want to compare it to foot- serving contest sponsored by Spank we would lose them. Instead, we .
ball, Emily is kind of the quarter- It sports gear. Studer ts who partici- are embracing and enjoying the
back, and she is showing the rest of pate in the contest will have the opportunity to thrive and celebrate
the team how to get past the de- opportunity to win shirts, hats and our fourth title."
fense."
Duringtheoff-season,Smith
recruited three freshmen and a junior. Lisa Liljenquist, a setter from
Chuluota, Stephanie Noiseux, a
middle hitter from Winter Springs,
A CONTRACTED GENERAL AGENCY FOR:
Blu Murray
and 6' I Dawn Hoffman, also a
Blue Cross
Insurance Agency
middle hitter rrom Ridgecrest, CaliBlue Shield
505 Maitland Ave., Suite 210
of Florida
fornia, are the team's new fresh• ' , Discount
Altamonte
Springs,
FL
32701
Mon-Sat
men crop. Renata Mechinkova, an
this ad!
9am-7pm
outside hitter, is the junior recruit
from Russia.
Policy # 8366· 789 SR
8525 East Colonial Dr. • Orlando, FL 32807
"I recruited Renata through
a connection with Barry
University's coach,'' explained
Smith.
Also new to the team are
three walk-ans. Freshmen Laura
Become a conunissioned officer in the Air Force
Cooper and Cathy Dyer, who are
and
add a wealth of opportunities to your future.
outside hitters, while Emmanucla
Physician, nurse, physical therapist, psycholoMaria Poll~no, from Italy, is a degist-regardless of your specialization-you can
fensive speciali t.
find outstanding medical opportunities in the
Returning to the Golden
Air Force.
Knights this season are Anabel and
Maribel Marcos, Colleen Crocco,
Most importantly, you'll work with dedicated
Tyra Harper, Suzi Queisser and
medical professionals in an environment where
Elyse Schneider. Sophomore
the patient's needs-not the costs of treatrnentmiddle hitter Harper had almost
come first. You can apply for continuing educa400 kills and 30 service aces for
tional assistance to advance your skills and
UCF in her freshman season.
background. And receive excellent compensa"Beside Emily, I want to be
tion and benefits as an Air Force officer.
careful not to highlight any one
You'll also serve an important mission with othplayer," said Smith. "That is beers like you, who realize that a bright medical
cau e the depth in each position on
future begins with the Air Force. Call
thi team is solid. Emily hould
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
have a field day a a setter becau e
TOLL FREE
of the talent he ha to work with,"
c~ntinued Smith.
1-800-423-USAF
One per on not returning to
..-~~-------~->
chi year' team i last year's cap. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~ . . . . . . . . ~
p
tain and leading hitter Miriam
=---~~--- !!!"
Metzcus. That i , she is not return-
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•
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UCF is looking to Emily Queisser to lead
team to another undefeated TAAC seasan

HEALTH
INSURANCE

1lRLANDt1 UUTDttURS

The Family
Camping

Store
w/

381-7977

Supplies
For The
Adventurous
Explorer

''Sudents need Health Insurance. Protect
·yourselffrom the rising cost of medical
services. You deserve the best insurance
that is available to you. We at Blu Murray
will help you acquire that insurance."

..,

(407) 332·0909 WE FIND ANSWERS.

GIVE YOUR MFDICAL CAREER
A BRIGHI RJTURE: AIR FORCE.
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•Livin · on a Prayer- The· I
NCAA has reinstated the prayer in I
college football. The wishy-washy
NCAA decided that prayer in the J
end zone is an uncalled for celebration. Then Jerry Falwell and
Liberty's lawsuit changed their
minds-now it's all right to pray as
long as you're not using it to gloat.
•Record Breaker- Ift here's
any reason to substitute your grudge
for anticipation and eagerness toward baseball this year, then on
September 6 you'll have a reason.
Cal RipkenJr. 'srecordofconsecutive games played may be the only
glimmering hope baseball has left
. Thanks to Cal for the good timing,
right around the playoffs.
•Crazy Sports Facts*@#In 1919, Babe Ruth was credited
with a home run that never left the
infield. "It must have been the highest pop-up ever hit," said Lefty
Leifield. "When the ball came
down, Babe had already rounded
third."
•Lockout?- Say it ain't so!
Can you imagine no basketball in
Orlando after last season ' s heroics.
It may happen, unless the players
union has half a brain to see this
thing through and not call the season like baseball did lastAugust. In
fact, this possible lockout seems to
, be the only thing that could stop the
Magic from taking the honor of
-. photo/HUNT
world champs. If the Magic win
this year's title they would be the Daunte Culpepper came flying out of the blocks Thursday
youngest franchise to win an NBA night against E. Kentucky compteting his first 12 passes.
title. Do you believe in Magic?
I
•Major League_III-At this
rate, the third and final sequence is
set to be released somewhere
going to send it to someone, and
around late-October. This time the DThe 1995
I've never been able to part with
Indians will make it to the World ·
volleyball squad has it.'"
Series, and we'll see a national
This is just a glimpse into
league team for the fir~t time. The adopted the 'We
the head of the mastermind beIndians went through the regular won't be denied'
hind UCF's three conference titles
season flawlessly, winning its diviand
the team's first NCAA toursion by over 26 games and sweep attitude for the
nament
berth in school history.
through the first two rounds of the upcoming season.
Smith would be the first
However,
playoffs. In this one, a third team is
person to pass up the credit and
invited to the playoffs, called a by DANIELLE FERNEZ
the finger at the women who
point
wild card, and the divisions are re- Staff writer
do
the
bumping, setting and spikalligned into three per league. As if
ing
as
the people responsible for
the script was trying to neglect the I
When looking around UCF
the
team's
success in the past
Indians of ending their 54-year I volleyball coach Laura Smith's
years
.
World Series dry spell. The Indi- office, a person would not think
"I had good teams in the
ans acquired the Braves entire start- that this
and
this team is not going to
past,
ing rotation in the off-season in was the
be
any
different,"
said Smith.
turn for Greg "The Wild Thing" office of
team
has
adopted
a 'We
"This
Vaughn. It's said to be history in a coach
won't
be
denied'
attitude.'
They
the making. As crazy and pathetic who has
more."
are
always
wanting
as this may sound, all of this is led her
This attitude adopted by the
practically reality, with the excep- team to
Golden
Knights is only one of the
tion of that preposterous trade. In- t h r e e
UCF is favored to win its
reasons
dians versus Braves in the World consecufourth
consecutive
TAAC title.
Series. Ya think? I do!
tive Trans America Athletic ConAnother reason is the four return•Arena Bowl IX- Once ference titles. That is until a card
againtheOrlandoPredatorsproved squeezed between the dolphin ing seniors, who not only bring
with them the experience of three
to be Buffalo Bills of the Arena posters and underneath the bear
conference titles, but also the leadLeague, as they suffered a 48-35 walking the tightrope catches my
ership needed to win that fourth
loss in the big game against the bad attention.
guys-Tampa Bay Storm. Preds
On the outside, the card title. Rea on number three is the
wide receiver Barry Wagner was j read , 'Tm sorry your team lo t,"' four new players Smith recruited
the lone bright spot in an otherwise and when Smith opens it up, the during the off-season, including a
dimeffonfromthcPredators.Perry in ide is co\ercd in .. HA-HA·s~-- woman from Russia. Lastly. the
rest of the returning Golden Knight
Moss is now considering retire'"I bought thi card eight
ment and maybe the Predator years ago because I thought it\\ as
should do the same.
see VOU.EYBALL, page 22
great:· explained Smith. '"I wa:

Culpepper starts first
game by going 12-for-12
by CHRIS SIIlLKAITIS
Staff writer

"There's never been a freshman quarterback that's come out

a n d
d o ne
that in
the first
game,
in the
history
of this
game,"
said UCF coach Gene McDowell
in a rather confident tone.
DaunteCulpepper's performance last Thursday night resembled thatofaquarterback who
has three years and two national
championships under his belt. The
freshman completed his first
twelve passes of the game and
went on to finish with 254 yards
on a 20-of-25 passing performance with three touchdown
passes to boot.
Culpepper took his ·'Mr.

Football" reputation onto the field
and simply toyed with the Colonels secondary all night.
"As each play started rolling, I got more and more confident," said a modest Culpepper.
Much of his stellar performance against the Colonels was
credited to the UCF coaching
staff.
"They prepare me so well,
I've got great coaches," said
Culpepper.
Ironically, it wasn't until
one week before opening night
that Culpepper even got the nod
to start the first game. So there
was much speculation preceding
the game about how a freshman
quarterback, who's never received
a snap at the collegiate level, was
going ·to carry the reputation of
weighted UCFoffense. But it was
quite obvious that the pressure
failed to hinder his performance.
Although whe:i asked if he feels
see AMAZING, page 23

Golden Knights volleyball team is set to spike competition

-

•

The UCF volleyball team has a 66-19 record over the past
two years, as well as three straight TAAC championships.

